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SCHOLARSHIP AWARD APPLICATION GUIDANCE  

The Karun Thakar Fund Scholarship Award is offered in support of student practitioners and 

researchers studying textile/dress practice or history with a focus on Asian and/or African textiles 

and dress.  

 

Award Amount 

One-time scholarship awards of up to £10,000 are offered to students for use towards tuition fees 

or maintenance costs.  

 

Payments will be made directly to students either in the full amount or in instalments at the 

Selection Committee’s discretion.  

 

The amount of funding awarded will be decided by the Selection Committee based on the 

applicant’s proven needs. Students may need to find additional sources of funding to meet their 

study costs. 

 

Eligibility 

Students attending any accredited university either in the UK or internationally are welcome to 

apply, provided they can establish their research/practice is tangibly linked to Asian or African 

textiles/dress, ideally with some reference to the collections of the V&A* and/or Karun Thakar.  

 

Scholarship applicants’ chosen courses need not be textile/dress-specific, provided applicants can 

sufficiently demonstrate that their own research/practice within the course will be Asian or African 

textile/dress-focused. 

 

Selection Criteria 

The Selection Committee will make Scholarships Awards based on the following assessment 

criteria: 

 

a. Originality: the applicant’s work focuses on under-represented research area or 

perspective in the fields of Asian or African textiles/dress 

 

b. Object-led: the applicant’s work will draw on either the V&A’s* or Karun Thakar’s 

collections, and/or apply an ‘object-led’ approach to learning  
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c. Rigour: the applicant’s work is well thought-out, demonstrating a tangible engagement 

with Asian/African textiles/dress and a familiarity with existing research/practices 

pertinent to their specialism 

 

d. Need: the applicant’s demonstration of genuine financial need, including a detailed 

breakdown of the costs the scholarship would cover  

 

The Selection Committee reserves the right to (virtually) interview candidates as necessary. 

The Selection Committee is committed to promoting equality of opportunity for all applicants. The 

Committee welcome applications from applicants of any age, ability, gender, sex, sexual 

orientation, family status, race, nationality, and religion/beliefs. 

More information about the V&A’s Collections can be found at collections.vam.ac.uk 

More information about Karun Thakar’s Collections can be found on karuncollection.com 

*The reserve collections of the V&A will be physically inaccessible until 2024 due to the re-location of 

stores. Images of and information about these objects are available at collections.vam.ac.uk  

 

Applicant Obligations 

Following completion of the academic year, awardee students will supply a copy or documentation 

of their Fund-supported work for publication on the fund’s webpage, hosted on the Fund’s Blog 

page website at: https://www.vam.ac.uk/blog/projects/karun-thakar-fund 

 

This work/documentation may take the form of a written report, audio or film recording, portfolio 

images, or other media, ideally highlighting any connections between the awardee’s work and the 

collections of the V&A and/or Karun Thakar. 

 

Application Process 

The Karun Thakar Fund Scholarship Award competition is currently closed. Scholarship Awards will 

next be offered in 2023.  

For questions about the Scholarship Award please contact karunthakarfund@vam.ac.uk.  

 

 

 

https://www.vam.ac.uk/blog/projects/karun-thakar-fund
mailto:karunthakarfund@vam.ac.uk
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SCHOLARSHIP AWARD FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 

 

Q: Do I have to be a student to be eligible for the award? 

The Scholarship Award is intended to support students in the payment of their tuition fees and/or 

maintenance costs while studying. To qualify you must be a registered university student for the 

academic year the scholarship is awarded. You are required to provide proof of acceptance or 

enrolment for that year in your application. The next call for Scholarship Award applications is for 

the academic year 2023-24.  

Q: Can post-graduate diploma students apply? 

Yes, however please note the Scholarship will be awarded partly based on financial need (see above 

for the full Selection Criteria). All other selection criteria being equal, support will be awarded to 

those with higher tuition and maintenance costs.        

Q: What if I have just finished my studies, or am studying independently of an institution? 

Unfortunately, you do not qualify for the Scholarship Award. However, you may be eligible for a 

Project Grant, which is offered by The Karun Thakar Fund in support of emerging and/or early-

career researchers, practitioners, and curators as well as community leaders, grassroot collectives 

and community-based arts organisations for the purposes of covering unique project costs. Please 

visit https://www.vam.ac.uk/research/projects/karun-thakar-fund for more information. 

Q: Does my university qualify? 

All universities that have been recognised and empowered to award degrees/diplomas by your 

regional education authority qualify.  

Q: How much of my study costs will the Scholarship Award cover? 

The Scholarship Award is a one-time award intended to help students cover their tuition and 

maintenance costs for the academic year that the Scholarship is awarded in. The amount of funding 

awarded will be decided by the Selection Committee based on the applicant’s proven needs for that 

year. Students may need to find additional sources of funding to meet the full costs of their 

degree/diploma. 

Q: Does my subject area qualify? 

All candidates who can demonstrate their work is tangibly linked to Asian or African textiles/dress 

are welcome to apply. However, please note that the Scholarship will be awarded partly based on 

originality, i.e., the applicant’s work focuses on an under-represented research area or perspective in 

the fields of Asian or African textiles/dress (see above for the full Selection Criteria). Therefore, 

subject areas with extensive histories of scholarship (e.g., carpets and rugs) may not be considered. 

 

https://www.vam.ac.uk/blog/projects/call-for-scholarship-applications
https://www.vam.ac.uk/research/projects/karun-thakar-fund

